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In March 2015, staff
from remote
communities enjoyed a
colorful program of
healthy and
developmental
children’s activities to
implement in creches.
The Steiner approach to early childhood
has been growing in popularity over the
last 30 years and has been adapted to
suit local cultures and languages in over
60 countries worldwide.
In collaboration with crèche staff and
parents, Roper Gulf and Blue Sky
Children’s Services worked up a Steiner
inspired early years daily activity program
wholly suited to the young age group and
the remote indigenous creche
environment, while preparing for literacy
and numeracy down the track.
The program included pre meetings and collaboration with key stakeholdres (RRACSSU,
Good Beginnings, Batchelor) followed by a creative 2 day workshop in Katherine with 10
participants (creche
staff from
Manyallaluk,
Ngukkr, Beswick,
Jilkminggan) . The
two days together
were full of story,
color and busy
hands as we
explored some of
the creative
Steiner-based
approaches to early
childhood care.

Aims for the 2 day workshop were to
• engage the creativity of creche leaders and teach skills to using simple materials to
create ‘puppets’ for storytelling
• explore the idea of ‘morning circle’ where the children form a circle and follow the
teachers in joyful movement, song, rhyme and gesture. Smaller infants watch with
delight and join in where they can.

• plan a daily rhythm of activities. Part of the Steiner approach is to structure the day to
alternate periods of quiet and focus (breathing in) , with periods of busy, active and
imaginative free play (breathing out). Rhythm and repetition creates a safe space for
children, and reduces behavioural problems.

Remote Visits
Next, remote visits to the creches over two weeks
focussed on implementing healthy daily rhythms
working in collaboration with crèche staff and
parents. We created and practiced a daily morning
circle, storytelling with puppets and created the
beginnings of a calm, joyful environment held by
repetitive rhythm and routine.
Using hand made animals, characters and
landscapes allowed creche leaders to adapt the materials to tell their own stories, with
their specific local flavor. Our participants created beautiful stories of barramundi, snake,
black cockatoo and turtle, hunting and learning from the land and from elders - Creche
staff were able to actually create these animals and people using the beeswax and fabrics
and turn it into a show for
children.
Play = Learning
We discussed indoor and
outdoor environments for free
play. Modern research confirms
the value of play based learning
to lay the foundation for
academic learning - literacy and
numeracy later on during school
years.

Outcomes
It was wonderful to see the Creche teachers immediately putting the workshop skills into
practice and learning to run the morning circle and storytime themselves with their own
content. The rhythm of the day brought an alternation of childrens’ boisterous voices and
laughter during structured play, followed by quiet attention and focus during circle and
storytime, with morning tea and lunch becoming more calm with a song and circle. In the
children, we witnessed a positive engagement to the use of rhythm in the curriculum along
with development of moments of listening, stillness and focus. These qualities prepare a
child for school readiness.
We trust that all three crèches will continue to explore their own creativity and hidden
talents in work towards finding their own balance between freedom and form in daily

activities .
Workshops were co-ordinated by Lara Brennan from Roper Gulf Shire with Michael
Kokinos and Stacey Brooking from Blue Sky Childrens’ Services.

